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Game Name:

SOULS

Game Genre:

Visual Novel

Story:

At the time of the fall of a year, a rumor was circulated in the school campus without knowing the reason why – The monster
who was named Human Snake was found in an abandoned reservoir. The starring actor (The Boy), who would like to investigate
what was going on, went to the reservoir for adventure. Eventually he met the monster. Since then, the boy has developed a very

wonderful relationship with the monster. The relationship was neither friendship, family members nor master and pets types.
What exactly is the real body of the Human Snake? What will be the impacts on the Boy? With the story moving forward,

unexplainable incidents were happened in the school campus. All of the incidents were interrelated between the Boy and the
monster. What is the truth beneath? The story starts…

Original Soundtrack by:

Tang Ho Ling

Additional Music by:

Reg@Daybreak EcLipse
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Title: SOULS
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Team Fork
Publisher:
Team Fork
Release Date: 14 Aug, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: window VISTA(32/64bit)

Processor: Pentium4 1.4GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 300 MB available space

English,Traditional Chinese,Simplified Chinese
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While I must recommend it for being an actually good GAME, with interesting and very innovative tactics which make sense
and are fun and challenging on many levels, being a TRULY good turn based tactics game, I do give this warning:

The writing and story are some of the cruelest atrocities you'll have to suffer through, with near endless, completely
incomprehensible text, 1000 boring, empty characters introduced as soon as the game begins, and character arcs which are
straight off of the absolute worst anime children shows, complete with the insecure but brilliant hero that everyone belittles, the
girl that pretends to hate him while having "the hots" for him, and a collection of childish sarcastic idiots which I grew to
despise with every one of the endless forced screens of unnecessary text which completely fail at establishing a plot.

Trust me, you'll hate it too.

But the actual game is good. So Enjoy!. Poorly optimized DLC battle. Getting 13 to 30 FPS (tested on high and very high
graphics level) on a system with GTX1080ti and 32GB RAM.
I own all other DLCs from WW2 only and they run at a perfect 60 FPS on Very High graphics level doing the same test.
SInce switching between battles corrects the FPS issues I can only come to the conclusion that this Raid DLC has performance
issues currently.
The DLC will be recommended once it performs better on my system.
. The game is good and quite addictive. I hope the multiplayer mode is released soon, it would add a lot to the game.. Pick up
and play joy. Cute graphics, beautiful music, addictive, polished gameplay.
One of the best conversions of an app I first played on a phone ever.

I come back to it year after year, if only for twenty minutes at a time. Fantastic.. Very addictive
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It is a resonable good looking game! It is a nice game! And it was also nice if you can play with a gamepad!. After spending a
fair amount of time on this game, I decided to give it a thumbs-down due to various aspects that I really don\u2019t like about
it. However, I will begin with some positive impressions.
Firstly, I like the idea of combining two different classes in order to get a unique build, it largely encourages plays to try out
different combinations. The design of maps, enemies, skill animations, and the overall theme of this game are pretty sick.
Although the game is released several years ago, the developers are still updating and providing more content, which is cool.
Nevertheless, the game just contains too many problems that ruin the overall experience. The most stupid part according to my
opinion is how a game with DLC is not compatible with a game without DLC. Since the compatibility between versions of this
type of game has already been shown possible, I personally would just think it is an extremely greedy way for the developers to
force players to spend more money in order to play with friends who already owned DLC. In addition, I don\u2019t mind only
one player can interact with an NPC at a time, but the real concern is nobody else can see the dialogue and understand what is
happening. Since the story is the primary motivation for me to continue playing, it sucks really much to play in the Co-op mode.
Also, I don\u2019t quite understand the legendary drop rates in this game, not to mention keep getting the same legendaries over
and over or getting legendaries for other classes, I can still get an Lv.75 legendary item in a Lv.85 map which turns out to be
completely useless. I remember when I was playing Torchlight II, the game gave me two guaranteed legendaries for the class I
played after beating the final boss. However in GD, the game just randomly throws me a garbage instead which turns my
satisfaction of finishing the game into pure frustration instantly.
. Brilliant! the only thing I think needs updating is when you call in the emergency seviced were you right click somewhere and
they go there so we just don't have to go to the same place again and again!. Get this on sale; get this as a requirement with the
first Old Scool Modern Pack. If you don't you will feel underwhelmed. It's charming I give it that much, but you will need to
place extra effort if you want more than what they offer alone and perhaps to mod them to make it with winter like
environments.

If you want more detail I posted a review with the first pack as well. That's about it.

Just be sure to say "fuzzy pickles".. Game is extremely short, and feels more like a proof-of-concept than a full game. While
there are many interesting and cool mechanics, they are only used once and thrown away, such as potion crafting, cooking, and
even satisfying swordplay is forgotten about later in the game. The boss fights also resort to basic hit-and-run tactics, and
playing ping pong with your sword.. Viaerium is truly a unique game...

There's no losing unless you give up~

No possible way to fail unless you stopped playing this game.

Those stuff aside, the game itself is quite luckluster, to say the least. It's graphics are minimalistic, yet pleasantly arranged
artistically, making up for the very few assets it uses.

The game is very short, being able to be finished in under 30 minutes if you go along a normal pace transversing each level.
Each level contains red orbs or the "orbs of wisdom" where picking one up causes inspiring quotes to flash on the screen. It is
not mandatory to pick them all up to finish the game itself. As you complete each level, you approach closer to this so-called
"Council", which are those gold cubes you bump into every time to complete a level.

To be honest, it would be unfair to judge the quality of this game based solely on my review. Some people like the well
composed levels and short, inspiring story it delivers, others don't. I personally liked it, and I'd definitely say it's worth checking
it out if you have a spare dollar or two to spend.

. great game well made i love it. Adorables is a horrible tablet game. Multiplayer hard-locked both mine and my friend's
computers. I give it 6/6 bullets (russian roulette)

Update 0.22.2 - Reconstruction Tokens:

Ship Reconstruction. Beat Hazard 2 can now "Shazam!":
Using ACRCloud Music Recognition, Beat Hazard 2 can now detect the exact track you're playing in Open Mic mode.

This is sooo sweet!
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Playing in Open Mic mode is now no different from playing local tracks.

. Chocolate makes you happy: Lunar New Year in Steam Store!:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1035920/Chocolate_makes_you_happy_Lunar_New_Year/

New thematic Choco - Game will be available soon)

.
Hotfix: v0.5.6410.26837:
The hottest of fixes to melt your tyrant playing faces off!

Bug Fixes
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Health/HP Bonuses are now calculated properly; no longer giving you multiple times more Health than intended.

Health/HP Bonuses are properly applied when viewing a fleet in the shipyard.

Interlink Planets no longer can sometimes keep extra research value after map generation.

Tutorial Mission 2 now has its final planet and objective switched to a Barracks planet to prevent unfortunate planet
destruction!

Senate fleets can no longer bomb the same planet twice in the same turn.

Balance Adjustments

Scepter, Mezzosec: +20% Health to Medium Ships reduced to +15% Health.

Scepter, The Aegis:+30% Health to Small Ships reduced to +20% Health.

Misc

Shipyard ship details says "Health" instead of "Armor" now.

Misc grammar and typo fixes.

. OneShot merch is here!:
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T-Shirts, stickers, and a poster are now available via Fangamer! You can get it all here: 
https://www.fangamer.com/collections/oneshot
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